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T
he internal limiting membrane (ILM) is a fine,

multilaminar, semitransparent membrane 

2.5-µm thick. Its purpose is to act as a basal

membrane for the Mueller cells, and it plays a

main role in the pathogenesis of various vitreoretinal

interface diseases, especially in the macular area.

The collagen in the ILM’s structure provides the

adherence surface for the hyaloid membrane under

physiologic conditions. Under pathologic conditions,

however, it acts as the foundation for fibrin and

microfibroblasts to migrate. Microfibroblasts in partic-

ular, thanks to their contractile properties, produce

wrinkling of the membrane, which alters the foveal

surface and significantly reduces best corrected visual

acuity (BCVA). Moreover, when the contraction pro-

duces tangential traction, it can lead to the produc-

tion of macular holes.1,2

Recent studies have suggested that the ILM has a

main role in the development and treatment resist-

ance of diffuse diabetic macular edema, as it thickens

almost three times its normal size. It also plays an

important part in macular edema secondary to cen-

tral retinal vein and branch vein occlusion (Table 1).3

According to our own and other authors’ experiences,

surgical removal of the ILM in these conditions has

proven to be effective in anatomic and functional

improvements. The main technical difficulty is to

remove and peel the membrane completely because it

is transparent and multilaminar, making visualization

challenging.4

In response to this difficulty, several techniques and

new surgical instruments have been described in recent

years. In our hands, the introduction of dying tech-

niques has brought a significant improvement in the

visualization and consequent extraction of the 

membrane.

The objective of this report is to demonstrate the

benefits of the use of dyes for ILM peeling during vit-

reoretinal surgery.

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

We prefer to perform microincisional vitrectomy

surgery (MIVS) with 23- or 25-gauge instrumentation.

Once the trocars are introduced, we perform central

and peripheral vitrectomy using panoramic lenses that

allow easier peripheral manipulation of the vitreous.

Once the vitrectomy is completed, mechanical aspira-

tion enables the separation of the posterior hyaloid.

In young patients or patients with diabetes, we
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Figure 1. Intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide facilitates visu-

alization of the posterior hyaloid.

• Macular Holes

• Epiretinal Membranes

• Diabetic Macular Edema

• Macular Edema in CVO and BVO

TABLE 1. INDICATIONS FOR ILM PEELING
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often use intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide, which

facilitates the visualization of the posterior hyaloid and

vitreous (Figure 1).

To improve visualization of the ILM, we use brilliant

blue G (Brilliant Peel; Fluoron/Geuder, Ulm, Germany)

dye. Depending on the trocar caliber we are using, we

inject the dye with a 23- or 25-gauge straight cannula.

The dye is injected over the macular area, without the

need of performing a fluid-air exchange (Figure 2).

We use 0.25 mg/mL brilliant blue G in balanced salt

iso-osmolar solution. 

After a 45-second wait, we extract the dye by active

aspiration and proceed to peel the ILM. For this 

we use ILM forceps (Grieshaber ILM Forceps with

Revolution Grip, Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort Worth,

TX). We look for an edge in the temporal foveal area,

and in a concentric movement pulling inward we per-

form the maculorrhexis, pulling the ILM flap very 

carefully.

The maculorrhexis extension should not exceed the

vascular arcade, and it is important to try to perform

the peeling in only one maneuver (Figure 3).

We always perform a second dyeing followed by a

second peeling, for ILM remnants may cause second-

ary traction and reopening of the macular hole 

postoperatively. 

We finish surgery by performing a fluid-air exchange

and, depending on the pathology, injection of gas into

the vitreous cavity.

BRILLIANT BLUE G

We use brilliant blue G, more frequently than any

other dye (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Brilliant blue G is injected over the macular area.

Figure 3. The maculorrhexis extension should not exceed the vascular arcade.

• Non toxic dye

• Easy to handle

• Great affinity for ILM

• Absence of  phototoxicity

• Does not require fluid-gas exchange

TABLE 2. ADVANTAGES OF PEELING ILM 
WITH BRILLIANT BLUE G

A B

A B
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The use of brilliant blue G was introduced by Enaida

et al in 2006,5 when they showed that this dye was not

toxic, either in vivo or in vitro, to retinal cells. It con-

sists of anionic aminotriarylmethane with 280 mOsm 

osmolarity, molecular weight of 854, and a 7.4 pH.6

Brilliant blue G is a safe colorant to dye the ILM. No

dose-dependent or time-dependent toxicity has been

directly linked to its use. As it has great affinity for the

ILM, it is easy to use at low concentrations and obvi-

ates the need for fluid-air exchange (Table 2).7-9

SPECIAL CONSIDER ATIONS

ILM visualization without the aid of any dye is difficult,

as the ILM is a semitransparent membrane and easy to

identify only in highly pigmented eyes. Therefore, several

dyes have been introduced to facilitate its visualization

during surgery.

Several reports describe the toxicity of the various dyes

used in vitrectomy, and among them brilliant blue G

seems to be one the most innocuous. Animal testing, in

which the retina was exposed to the dye for long periods

of time, showed only small alterations in the retinal cells.

As far as our personal experience demonstrates, we have

no evidence that brilliant blue G used for short periods

of time during vitreoretinal surgery produces any struc-

tural or functional damage.10,11

Toxicity of retinal dyes is difficult to evaluate based

on BCVA after macular surgery because it depends on

many factors such as the patients age, the severity of

macular disease, and its time of appearance.

The surgical technique, the type of lighting, the dis-

tance of the light probe from the macula, and the time

that the macula has been exposed are factors that also

affect the BCVA and retinal cell damage after surgery.

Mechanical damage, the type of instruments used to

peel the ILM, the missed attempts to get ahold of it, and

incomplete peeling of the membrane are also factors

that can alter the final results apart from dye toxicity.

It is virtually impossible to distinguish which among all

the factors described above is responsible for an unex-

pected drop in the patient’s BCVA. In fact, it is our opin-

ion that to blame a BCVA decrease solely on the toxicity

of the dye used during the surgery would be an oversim-

plification.

It is our personal opinion as vitreoretinal surgeons

that brilliant blue G allows us to identify and localize

the ILM, and facilitates the grip of our instruments,

reducing surgical time and retinal light exposure.

Although we cannot state conclusively that brilliant

blue G is innocuous to humans, we suggest its use for 

vitreoretinal surgeries that require ILM peeling. ■
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Figure 4. Brilliant blue G.

It is our opinion that to blame 

a BCVA decrease solely on the 

toxicity of the dye  

during the surgery would be an 

oversimplification.


